Abslrad-This paper discusses a method to accelerate re. inforcement learning. Firstly defined is a concept that reduces the state space conserving policy. An algorithm is then given that calculates the optimal cost-to-go and the optimal policy in the reduced space from those in the original space. Using the reduced state space, learning convergence is accelerated. Its usefulness for both DP (dynamic pmgraming) iteration and Q-learning are compared through a maze example The convergence of the optimal cost-to-go in the original state space needs appmdmately N or more times as long as that in the reduced state space, where A' is a ratio of the state number of the original space to the reduced space. The acceleration effect for Q-learning is more remarkable than that for the DP iteration. The proposed technique is also applied to a mho1 manipulator working for a peg-in-hole task with geometric constraints. The state space reduction can be considered as a model of the change of observation, i.e., one of cognitive actions. The obtained results explain that the change of observation is reasonable in terms of learning efficiency.
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I. 1NTROl)UCTION
Fuhlre space projects, e.g., solar power satellites for energy acquisition, will need space robots that work instead of astronauts. Such space robots need to recognize their environments to choose suitable actions and to carry out tasks autonomously. Therefore, we must study and develop intelligent and autonomous robots [I] . For the purpose, this study applies the reinforcement leaming [21. However, it often requires so large number of computations that the method cannot apply to real problems. It is necessary to accelerate the learning speed.
Investigations of skilled human operators point out a change of "observation" [3] . One's environmental observation changes to indicate efficient and right action during repeat working.. The change of observation is modeled as the state space reduction using a formulation of the reinforcement learning. The state-reduction method enable to approach to a so-called frame problem by using recognition.
For the modeling, this study uses a dynamical system that is a finite Markov decision process (MDP) with discrete time. It then proposes a concept of state reduction, where the state space can be reduced conserving the optimal policy. An algorithm of the state space reduction is proposed. The method reduces the state space and accelerates the reinforcement learning.
As a concrete example, we consider a simple task modified from a Peg-in-Hole task of a manipulator. It is assumed that the learning robot does not know beforehand what state space is necessary and sufficient for the learning. If the dimensions of the state space are high, learning convergence needs very long time. The proposed method reduces the state space and the reinforcement learning may become applicable.
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
A. DP Fonnulntion for Learning I ) Gener.al DP Problem: The reinforcement learning is associated with the dynamic programming (DP).
Generally, we have a discrete-time dynamic system in DP formulations [4]. If we are in state i and we choose action or control U, we will move to state j with probability p i j ( u ) . When p i j ( u ) of transition to j is dependent on only current i and U, the system satisfies the Markov propeny and is called a Markov decision process (MDP). Time is occasionally considered as an element of the state. But, the systems considered here are not obviously dependent upon time.
The control U depends on the state i and the rule by which we select the controls is called a policy or feedback control policy. Simultaneously with a transition from i to j under control U , we incur a cost g ( i . U; j ) .
2) State, Control, andPolicy: In a general reinforcement learning problem, state 6, j and control U are discrete variables that are elements of the finite sets. There are n states, denoted by 1 , 2 , . . . ,n, plus possibly an additional termination state, denoted by 0. At state i , the control must he chosen from a given finite set U(?). At state i, the choice of a control U specifies the transition probability pij(u) to the next state j.
We are interested in policies, i.e., sequence ?i = {PO, P I > .
. .}, where pk is to map each state i into a control f i k ( i ) E U(+). Let us denote by ik the state at time k. Once a policy li is fixed, the sequence of states ik becomes a
Markov chain with transition probabilities:
3) Problems 
. . ,n, is referred to as the cost-to-go vector of the stationary policy p. We say that p is optimal if J * ( i ) = J ' ( i ) for all states i. The optimal infinite horizon cost-to-go satisfies the following form for all states i
In this study, the discussed problems can be considered as stochastic shortest path problems that are a class of the infinite horizon problems. In the problems below, we assure that a = 1 but there is an additional state 0, which is a cost-free termination state. Once the system reaches that state, it remains there at no further cost.
Under those conditions, we minimize the cost-to-go J"(i).
We are interested in problems where reaching the termination state is in-evitable, at least under an optimal policy. Thus, the essence of the problem is how to reach the termination state with minimum expected cost.
B. Method.r To Solve DP Problems
A value iteration and a Q-learning are introduced helow to solve the above DP problems.
I ) Value Irerurion: For any vector
, we consider the vector T J obtained by applying one iteration of the DP algorithm to J : the components of T J are
ueo j=o for i = 1,. . . , n, where we will always use the convention that J ( 0 ) = 0. Note that T can be viewed as a mapping that transforms a vector J into the vector T J . Furthermore, T J is the optimal cost-to-go vector for a one-stage problem that has one-stage cost g and terminal cost J .
We will denote by T k the composition of the mapping T with itself k times: that is, for all I; we write
Thus, T k J is the vector obtained by applying the mapping T to the vector Tk-'J. For convenience, we also
is the optimal cost-to-go for the k-stage stochastic shortest path problem with initial state i, onestage cost g, and terminal cost J .
Consider the stochastic shortest path problem under proper assumptions, and we have 141, (51
for every vector J . Based on the above equation, the DP iteration that generates the sequence T'J starting from some J is called value iteration and is a principal method .for calculating the optimal cost-to-go vector J'.
Generally, the method requires an infinite number of iterations. However, under special circumstances, the method can terminate finitely. A prominent example is the case of a deterministic shortest path problem. The initial condition J ( i ) = CO for Vi should be used when the learning algorithm starts, where a very large number is practically enough instead of M . This initial condition guarantees that each element of the cost-to-go vector monotonically decreases and converges to a true value. Moreover, in case of the value iteration, the cost-to-go vector converges to the optimal J' within at most n times iteration [5] .
2) Q-Learning: Above-mentioned J' is calculated by Q-leaming [Z] that is a typical method of reinforcement learning. The Q-learning algorithm estimates the optimal action-value function Q(i, U) throu, -h interactions between the robot and the environment with trial-and-error processes. The robot takes action U, observes new state j and cost g ( i , U, j ) , and updates Q as
where y (0 < y 5 1) and n (0 < U 5 1) are a learning rate and a discount rate, respectively. The action-value function Q generates the cost-to-go J ( i ) as
It has been shown that the estimated Q converges to the optimal if the system is modeled as a finite Markov decision process and all actions are chosen enough times.
To choose the action appropriately through leaming, this study uses the c-greedy policy [Z] where any action is selected randomly with probability c, otherwise the optimal action is chosen by using the current estimated Q ( i , U). This initial condition J ( i ) = 00 for V i guarantees that each 
STATE REDUCTION

A. State Reduction Problem
The change of observation is found in the skill-acquiring human operators, whose environmental observation change efficiently as they repeat working. The change of ohservation can be modeled by the state reduction as follows, where minimum observation should he used to achieve the task.
If the same control input is applied under a policy in two or more states in state space, it is not necessary to distinguish those states. Therefore, they can he regarded as the same state. As a result, we consider that those states are same and can he reduced into one. We now will discuss the next problem.
Pmblern I: Decide the lower dimensiona state space that holds the learning convergence and same optimal policy of the original state space.
B. Maze Pmblern
For explanation, consider the maze problem illustrated in Fig. I as a stochastic shortest path problem. Sensory information is available for x, y. z coordinates of the agent moving inside the maze and we consider i = (az, i,, i,)T as its state. Total number of the system states is 33 = 27 because three positions of I , 2, 3 are taken in each x, y, z component. There are three terminal states, i.e., goal states ic = (3, 1, i2) T. where i , is arbitrary. Therefore, there are n = 27 -3 = 24 states with the exception of the terminal states. In Q-learning, the agent's initial state is chosen at ~ 3734 random among the 24 states. Consider 6 kinds of control input U as {u~,u,,u,,ub,u,,U~) and g ( i , u , j ) = 1 is incurred by each control. Fig. 2 shows the resultant motions by the control when no wall is adjacent to the agent. The agent cannot move when the moving direction is bordered by a wall, hut is incurred hy the control cost. The terminal states use Q(ic: U) = 0 and J ( i c ) = 0, and others start with Qo = 100 and JO = 100. The parameters used for Q-leaming are a leaning rate y = 0.6 and a discount rate a = 1 (with no discount).
C. Policylnvariant State Reduction
In the above-mentioned problem, we evaluate optimal cost-to-go vector J;, . and optimal policy F ; ,~ using value iteration and Q-leaming, respectively. Now, J:, . ,(iz, i,, zz) and & ( i r , i,, i2) , respectively. In this example, both JZyz(i) and iigyz(ij are independent from i,. Therefore, the optimal cost-to-go vector J& and the optimal policy P;,~, respectively, are given by matrices whose elements at i,-th row and i,-th column are J;yz(ir, i,, i .
) and !~&~( i~, i,; i z ) as:
The element J;,*(i) indicates how many steps the optimal policy will need from state i to the terminal state because the control cost for a step is 1.
In this problem, because .J&(i) is independent from i,,
there is J& dependent on only i, and i, satisfying Consequently, the actions induced by the state (i.. i,> i.)T and the optimal policy p&z are the same as those by (iz, iY)' and P:,.
In this situation, we say for the maze problem that "the ' optimal policy for state (iz, i,: iajT is equivalent to the optimal policy p;, for state (iz, i , ) ' . " w e also say that "the state space of (zz: i,, i.)T can he reduced to that of (iz, conserving the optimal policy p:yi."
D. Smte Reducriori by Coodimire Exclusion
Consider a vector space with coordinates for the state space, e.g., the state (iz, i,; i z ) T in the maze example.
In addition, we make a reduced state space by excluding coordinates from the original state space in the same manner that the low dimensional state space of (i.> i,)T is made by excluding z-coordinate from the original state.
As shown in this example, the optimal policy p;, and the optimal cost-to-go J:, for the reduced state space of The optimal cost-to-go J:, . is constant along with z-axis, but the minimum operation with respect to i, is for a later application.
In the maze example, a control of a deterministic policy is dependent on i , and i,. Hence, we cannot acquire a proper policy using a low dimensional space without i, or
i , . No deterministic policy is proper for low dimensional state spaces (i,, iz)T, (L, iz)T, (G), (iy). and (z2).
For those low dimensional state spaces, we can formally perform calculations similar to Eq. (6), but the results are not the optimal policy and optimal cost-to-go.
The policy and cost-to-go obtained formally by Fq. (6) is optimal if the cost-to-go calculated by the policy evaluation step does not change. Practically, the value iteration with the obtained policy may he used for the policy evaluation step.
Remark I : Suppose that the optimal policy w* and the optimal cost-to-go J' are independent from a coordinate in the state space with coordinates. A low order state space is constructed by excluding the coordinate, and the optimal policy and the optimal cost-to-go can be calculated as well as Eq. (6). Therefore, the original state space can be reduced conserving the optimal policy.
E. Algorithm to Find Low' Dimensional State
The following algorithm is considered in order to find a reduced state space before the learning converges and the optimal cost-to-go is determined in the original state space.
1)
The cost-to-go Jzy and the policy pzy for the can- 2) When a pare among ( J ; , p ; ) , . . . I (J:,*, gYz) is converge, we evaluate whether the acquired policies are the optimal. Generically, the acquired policy is the optimal when it is feasible, and the original state space can be reduced conserving the optimal policy.
E Numerical Result
Because of the minimum operation in Eqs. (6). J,, converges earlier than Jiyr3 or simultaneously at the latest.
In this problem, the state number of ( i z , i,; i : ) is 3 times as many as those of ( i z , i r ) since i, has 3 states. Therefore, .J:,. takes 3 times as long as JZY takes for convergence when it uses the value iteration. On the other hand, the result of Q-learning is shown in Fig. 3 . The veltical axis and the horizontal axis respectively show numbers of episodes for Qiyl and Q. , . whose learning convergence are judged by the same convergence criteria. In case of Q-learning, Qzyz takes between 30 and 400 times as long as Q. , takes for convergence whereas the factor of their state numbers is only 3. The average factor of 
IV. MANIi'ULATOR PROBLEM
A. Pmblern Definition
As shown in Fig. 4 , we consider a task where a 3-link SCARA type manipulator places a circular component into a hole. This is simplified from the Peg-in-Hole task and no friction is contained for simplicity.
It is reasonable to use the state variables of the equations of motion of the robot manipulator with the geometric endpoint constraint as: The terminal state is ic = (5, 5, a, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1) and D is arbitrary The terminal stats use Q(ic, U ) = 0, J ( i c ) = 0 and others s t m with &o = 20, JO = 20. The parameters used for Q-leaning are taken as a leaming rate y = 0.9 and a discount rate a = 1 (with no discount).
B. Sfafe Reduction
For example, state and the reference are (x, y, a, = ( 8 , 2 , 1 , 2 , 2)T and yLk' = ( 8 , 2 , l)T in time k.
The optimal cost-to-go vector and the optimal policy are expressed as J; and p; for the original 9-dimensional state space. The 5; and p i are evaluated by using Q-leaning.
The original state space is reduced conserving the optimal policy by using the same algorithm as the previous section.
There are and dependent on only x:y, fz, and f y because J;(i) is independent from a, and x,jr;d, and n, are constant in this particular example. Therefore, the following equations hold We say for this problem that the optimal policy & is equivalent to the optimal policy PL;-~. We also say that the 9-dimensional state space can be reduced to 4-dimensional state space conserving the optimal policy fi;.
C. Sitnulation Result
For Q-learning, the same algorithm as the maze problem achieves state reduction. The distribution of the cost-togo J;-l(x;y, fz, f,) is shown in Fig. 6 . The 5; takes about 30 or more times as long as J;-l takes for convergence. The reduced state space enable to converge Q-leaning and obtained optimal manipulator actions are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 is the optimal action from state (x, y, j=, f,,) = (1, 1, 2, 2) to terminal state (z, y. fz: f,,) = ( 5 , 5 , 2; Z), where the manipulator reaches terminal state in 6 steps. Fig. 8 The concept has been defined that the state space can be reduced conserving the optimal policy. For the case that the reduced state space can be constructed by coordinates exclusion, the algorithm has been given that the optimal cost-to-go and the optimal policy of the reduced space is calculated from those of the original space. Its usefulness for DP iteration and Q-learning has been compared. For DP iteration, the convergence of the optimal cost-to-go in the original state space has needed approximately N times as long as that in the reduced state space, where A' is a ratio of the number of the original states to the reduced. On the other hand, numerical examples for Q-learning has shown that the one in the original state space needs for more than N times as long as that in the reduced state space. Hence, the proposed state space reduction method can accelerate those leaming methods. The acceleration effect for Qleaming has been more remarkable than that for the DP iteration. The state space reduction can be considered as a model of the change of observation. The obtained results have explained that the change of observation is reasonable in terms of leaming efficiency. The significance of the proposed concepts has been clarified simultaneously.
There remain some subjects for autonomous space robots. The approach to the autonomy andior intelligence is the biggest subject to realize useful space robots. This study has approached this issue by the reinforcement learning algorithm, whereas there remain many research subjects.
Refer to 111 for the details of the subjects.
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